
SSI GRANT CUTS PUSHED CALIFORNIANS INTO POVERTY:
Seniors and People with Disabilities

Are Struggling to Cope

California balanced the budget during the Great Recession to the detriment of 1.3 million 
Californians who were aged, blind, or living with disabilities. SSI was cut by $1 billion, plunging 
individual SSI recipients to just 90% of the federal poverty level (FPL). Promises made to 
restore the grant levels once the economy recovered have not been met.

SSI grants have not kept pace with California’s rising cost of living. State policymakers 
eliminated the annual state cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) starting in 2010-11, after suspending 
it several times in the years prior. State spending for SSI/SSP grants is about 40% below the 2007-
08 Level.1 The maximum individual grant is now $931.72 – just 89.5% FPL.

Avg 2019 Fair Market rent for a studio apartment 
in CA$914

$212*

$256*

$338*

$259*

Avg monthly transportation costs * Public transport is 
the primary method for half of recipients

Avg monthly food costs * Less than half of SSI 
recipients are projected to enroll for CalFresh benefits.

Avg monthly medicine and healthcare costs

Miscellaneous costs like utilities, dental care, clothes

* The Elder Economic Security Index is the only county-specific measure of the minimum income necessary to cover 
all basic expenses.
1California’s SSI/SSP Grants: How Do They Stack Up? (https://calbudgetcenter.org)

$1,979 is
the average 
cost of living 
for a senior in 

California

v.s.

$932, which 
is the maximum 

SSI benefit

FACTS

REALITY: The SSI grant is nowhere near enough to meet basic needs.
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POLICY ASKS

WHAT $100 MORE EACH MONTH WOULD MEAN:

No person on SSI should be living in poverty.
Restore the SSP grant cuts and the cost of living adjustment!

AB 1434 would increase SSI/SSP grants from 89.5% ($931.72) of the federal poverty level 
to 100% of the federal poverty level, or $1,040 per month.

“Being able 
to eat more 

nutritious food 
and stay healthy.”

“Clothing. 
I haven’t bought 

things like that for 
myself in four years.”

“Doing my laundry 
more often”

“Pay for over-the-
counter medicine and 
out-of-pocket medical 

expenses”

They give you enough so you can stay alive, but still 
struggle and be in pain. It’s not enough to have any 

quality of life.      — Sharon, Oakland

I don’t feel like the world or society has been fair to 
me at all. I worked hard for years. I did what I was 
supposed to do. Yet every day is hell for me. I’m 
scared to death.         — Benny, Oakland
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Joan, Los Angeles

Mr. Kennedy, Los Angeles
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